Rasped block Trophy

Old. worn. Beautiful.
All our works are a masterpiece, but check this
beauty out for yourself. Created from ReClaimed
Wood, we have enhanced the center area by
staining, wearing and adding rasped details to
all edges. Reminsant of that old wood ship look
thse pieces just have the detail that makes you
want to touch and feel to see if it’s real. Let’s
get rasping on your NEW event trophies.

The Details
Our trophies are unique in many aspects. First off, we HandCraft it to your

trophy, as the winners are in receiving it. After all, since you selected it,

desired look, that’s right we want to give you control of how your trophy

you really should be in charge of designing. We also understand if you say

is going to look. Simply review the options below, select what you like

“Let the Creative Director do his thing” and he will deliver a trophy unlike

and send us your details. We want you to be as proud presenting the

anything your club has presented before. Let’s get started with the looks.
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Price: $125 (per unit)
• ReClaimed Wood

Price: $125 (per unit)

Price: $250 (per unit)

• ReClaimed Wood

• ReClaimed Wood

• Stain (optional)

• Stain (optional)

• Plate: Brass or Leather

• Plate: Brass or Leather

The Details
Wood
Natural

Medium

Dockside

Rasp

Plate

Metal

Leather (Worn appearance)

STAMPED

ETCHED

ETCHED

ETCHED

ETCHED

Brass

Black

Brown

Rust Brown

Saddle

your Rasped block Creation
Creative Director Notes:
We etch on both sides, take advantage and place a different title on each side.

Wood:
Stain:
Logo:
Side:
Price:

Naked

Tattooed

NINE

NINE

ReClaimed
Natural
Etched
Etched
$
125 (per unit)

Quantity: TBD

Wood:
Stain:
Logo:
Side:
Price:

ReClaimed
Medium
Etched
Etched
$
155 (per unit)

Quantity: TBD

MEGA
Wood:
Stain:
Logo:
Side:
Price:

ReClaimed
Medium
Etched
Etched
$
250 (per unit)

Quantity: TBD

material disclaimer
The digital images are computer renderings. There can be a slight

• The digital images shown are computer renderings. There can be a

difference between your finished product and the images here especially

slight difference between your finished product and the images shown,

in the wood detail since grain varies. We make every effort to match the

especially in the wood detail since grain varies. We make every effort

look of the digital design, while understanding that reclaimed wood

to match the look of your digital design, but understanding that all

reacts differently to various stains. The artistic rusting of the metal can

reclaimed wood reacts differently to various stains.

also have variations giving our trophies true character.

– The translation and reproduction limitations of photography
– The limitations of viewing photos on individual monitor with variable

Wood and Stain
Your LeaderBoard cannot guarantee wood and stain colors due to the
variances in the wood’s natural color, grain, etc. and there is no way to
assure the exact color of wood. Sample colors or grain may also vary
as the wood comes from various structures, which factors involve
weathering, sun or shade, etc.

color & resolution
• Grain and character variation will be, greater than that shown in the photos.
• The batch of wood from which these photos were taken may vary from
your product we supplied. The reasons for this variation between
batches includes:
– Wood is a product of nature, and as such, no two pieces are alike,

The photos on our PDF materials and web site, are provided to assist you

while the same wood growing in different locales can vary greatly

in making a choice of wood and stain, and the various grades that a given

even though it is the exact same species.

wood is offered.
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